Is There a Force Target That Predicts Early Patient-reported Outcomes After Kinematically Aligned TKA?
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Abstract

Background Four mechanical alignment force targets are used to predict early patient-reported outcomes and/or to indicate a balanced TKA. For surgeons who use kinematic alignment, there are no reported force targets. To date the usefulness of these mechanical alignment force targets with kinematic alignment has not been reported nor has a specific force target for kinematic alignment been identified.

Questions/purposes (1) Does hitting one of four mechanical alignment force targets proposed by Gustke, Jacobs, Meere, and Menghini determine whether a patient with a kinematically aligned TKA had better patient-reported Oxford Knee and WOMAC scores at 6 months? (2) Can a new force target be identified for kinematic alignment that determines whether the patient had a good/excellent Oxford Knee Score of $\geq 34$ points (48 best, 0 worst)?

Methods Between July 2017 and November 2017, we performed 148 consecutive primary TKAs of which all were treated with kinematic alignment using 10 caliper measurements and verification checks. A total of 68 of the 148 (46%) TKAs performed during the study period had intraoperative measurements of medial and lateral tibial compartment forces during passive motion with an instrumented tibial insert and were evaluated in this retrospective study. Because the surgeon and surgical team were blinded from the display showing the compartment forces, there was no attempt to hit a mechanical alignment force target when balancing the knee. The Oxford Knee Score and WOMAC score measured patient-reported outcomes at 6 months postoperatively. For each mechanical alignment force target, a Wilcoxon rank-sum test determined whether patients who hit the target had better outcome scores than those who missed. An area under the curve (AUC) analysis tried to identify a new force target for kinematic alignment that predicted whether patients had a good/excellent Oxford Knee Score, defined as a score of $\geq 34$ points.

Results Patients who hit or missed each of the four mechanical alignment force targets did not have higher or lower outcome scores. AUC analysis identified a new force target for kinematic alignment at full extension and 10°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, and 90° of flexion that predicted whether patients had a good/excellent Oxford Knee Score, defined as a score of $\geq 34$ points.
lower Oxford Knee Scores and WOMAC scores at 6 months. Using the Gustke force target as a representative example, the Oxford Knee Score of 41 ± 6 and WOMAC score of 13 ± 11 for the 31 patients who hit the target were not different from the Oxford Knee Score of 39 ± 8 (p = 0.436) and WOMAC score of 17 ± 17 (p = 0.463) for the 37 patients who missed the target. The low observed AUCs (from 0.56 to 0.58) at each of these 37 patients who missed the target might lower the risks of patient dissatisfaction.

Conclusions Tibial compartment forces comparable to those reported for the native knee and insufficient sensitivity of the Oxford Knee and WOMAC scores might explain why mechanical alignment force targets were not useful and a force target was not identified for kinematic alignment. Intraoperative sensors may allow surgeons to measure forces very precisely in the operating room, but that level of precision is not called for to achieve a good/excellent result after calibrated kinematically aligned TKA, and so its use may simply add expense and time and does not improve the results from the patient’s viewpoint.

Introduction

TKA relieves pain and restores high and durable function for patients with end-stage arthritis; however, approximately 20% of patients express some level of dissatisfaction [1, 2, 23]. Malalignment, stiffness, and instability are potential avoidable causes for early patient dissatisfaction and failure [35]. Measurement of intraoperative forces in the medial and lateral tibial compartments with instrumented tibial inserts is now possible [8, 10]. The assumption is that the development and use of force targets will guide surgeons when performing soft tissue releases, bone cuts, and selecting insert thickness. Aligning forces within the target might lower the risks of patient dissatisfaction and revision [8, 10, 16, 20, 21].

Although the appropriate level of force and the best range of differential force between compartments are not known, four force targets are being used with mechanically aligned TKA. Four studies have proposed different mechanical alignment force targets for balancing posterior cruciate-retaining (CR) and posterior-stabilized (PS) TKAs in an attempt to predict early patient-reported outcome measures [8, 10, 16, 20, 21]. Gustke’s force target for a CR and PS TKA is a < 15-pound absolute difference in force between tibial compartments averaged over 0°, 45°, and 90° of flexion [21].

Kinematic alignment is of interest because three randomized trials and a national multicenter study showed that patients treated with kinematically aligned TKA reported better pain relief, function, flexion, and a more normal-feeling knee than patients treated with mechanically aligned TKA [3, 4, 19, 23], whereas two randomized trials showed similar clinical outcomes [41, 42].

Tibial compartment forces measured during the kinematic alignment technique that used 10 caliper measurements for verification checks without ligament release are comparable to those of the native knee without evidence of compartment overload [32, 37]. To date the usefulness of these mechanical alignment force targets with kinematic alignment has not been reported nor has a specific force target for kinematic alignment been identified. Intraoperative tibial compartment forces have been measured after kinematically aligned TKA [12, 14, 25]; although the risk of compartment overload is low, a kinematic alignment force target that predicts early patient-reported outcomes has not been identified and would be of clinical interest.

Accordingly, the present study asked two questions: (1) Does hitting one of four mechanical alignment force targets proposed by Gustke, Jacobs, Meere, and Menghini determine whether a patient with a kinematically aligned TKA had better patient-reported Oxford Knee and WOMAC scores at 6 months? (2) Can a new force target be identified for kinematic alignment that determines whether the patient had a good/excellent Oxford Knee Score of ≥ 34 points (48 best, 0 worst)?

Patients and Methods

An institutional review board approved this retrospective study of patients. Between July 2017 and November 2017, we performed 148 primary TKAs with kinematic alignment using 10 serial caliper measurements and sequential verification checks. A total of 68 of the 148 (46%) TKAs performed during the study period had intraoperative measurements of medial and lateral tibial compartment forces during passive motion with an instrumented tibial insert (Verasense™; Orthosensor Inc, Dania Beach, FL, USA) and were evaluated in this retrospective study. The availability of the orthopaedic resident (TJS) determined the days on which patients were studied making the selection of patients a “convenience” and nonrandomized sample. The indications for TKA included disabling symptoms that had not resolved after conservative knee treatment, radiographic evidence of Kellgren-Lawrence Grade 2 to 4 arthritic changes or osteonecrosis, any severity of varus or valgus deformity as measured when nonweightbearing with a goniometer, and any severity of...
Flexion contracture. On those surgical days that the orthopaedic resident (TJS) was available for data collection, 68 patients were selected for intraoperative measurement of tibial compartment forces. We excluded patients with inflammatory arthroplasty, prior knee infection, prior arthroplasty, evidence of dementia, or an inability to comprehend English. Before surgery, each patient completed a written questionnaire consisting of the Oxford Knee Score (48 best, 0 worst) and WOMAC (0 best, 96 worst) questionnaires in the preoperative waiting area before signing the surgical consent.

Kinematic alignment was performed using 10 sequential caliper measurements and a series of verification checks with manual instruments using a previously described technique by a single surgeon (SMH) using a midvastus approach [13, 15, 22, 24, 26]. A posterior cruciate ligament-retaining implant and patella button were implanted with cement (Vanguard® cruciate-retaining; Zimmer Biomet, Warsaw, IN, USA). The following steps are detailed because tibial compartment forces are affected by the settings of the femoral and tibial components.

For the femoral component, the varus-valgus orientation and proximal-distal location were set coincident with the native joint line by adjusting the thickness of the distal medial and distal lateral femoral resections as measured with a caliper to within 0 ± 0.5 mm of the thickness of the femoral component condyles after compensating for cartilage wear and kerf of the saw blade. The internal-external orientation and AP location were set based on the native joint line by adjusting the thickness of the posterior medial and posterior lateral tibial resections as measured with a caliper to within 0 ± 0.5 mm of the thickness of the femoral component condyles after compensating for cartilage wear and kerf. These steps set the femoral component with a bias of 0.3° and precision of ±1.1° with respect to the flexion-extension plane of the knee and reliably aligned the flexion-extension axis of the femoral condyle to the flexion-extension axis of the knee [24, 29].

For the tibial component, the varus-valgus orientation was set coincident with the native joint line using the following two verification checks. First, the thickness of the medial and lateral tibial resections measured at the base of the tibial spines with a caliper was adjusted within 0 ± 0.5 mm. Second, with the knee in full extension, the varus-valgus angle of the tibial resection was adjusted working in 1° to 2° increments until the varus-valgus liftoff of the trial tibial component on the femoral component was negligible. These verification checks restore the native rectangular extension space, laxities, and alignments of the limb and femoral and tibial joint lines [17, 26, 30, 31]. The internal-external rotation of the tibial component was set using a kinematic tibial template with a negligible bias of 0.1° external and a precision of ±3.9° [28, 32]. The slope was set coincident with the native joint line, working in 1° to 2° increments, using the following two verification checks with the knee in 90° of flexion. First, the offset of the anterior tibia from the distal medial femoral condyle with trial components matched that of the knee at exposure after adjusting for cartilage wear on the femur. Second, the passive internal-external rotation of the tibia on the femur approximated 14°, which restored the native laxity [11, 12, 31]. Ligament releases were not performed. Alignment references such as the femoral and tibial mechanical axes, transepicondylar axis, and tibial tubercle border were not used when performing kinematic alignment [13]. All components were cemented. The tibial insert was opened but not implanted.

The tablet screen that displayed compressive force in the medial and lateral tibial compartments measured in pounds by a commercially available instrumented tibial insert was activated and rotated away from the view of the surgeon and surgical team (Verasense; Orthosensor Inc) [6, 7]. The sensor was assembled using the thickness of the insert to be implanted. The sensor was zeroed and inserted in the knee. Towel clips applied proximal and distal to the patella provisionally closed the extensor mechanism. Passively cycling the knee from the limits of full extension to full flexion three times preconditioned the knee. The orthopaedic resident (TJS) activated a video camera in a smartphone and simultaneously recorded the tablet screen showing the medial and lateral tibial compartment forces and flexion-extension position of the knee during three cycles of passive motion. The tablet screen faced away from the surgeon’s view, and his assessment of the forces took place after wound closure. The method of applying the passive motion minimized varus or valgus and internal or external rotational moments at the knee by placing the dorsal aspect of the other hand under the heel and by placing one hand on the posterior aspect of the thigh away from the popliteal fossa so that flexion was not limited. Because the surgeon and surgical team were blinded from the display showing the compartment forces, they were not available for use when balancing the knee. The medial and lateral compartment forces from three cycles of passive motion were averaged at full extension and 10°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, and 90° of flexion. The intraclass correlation coefficient for the medial tibial compartment force was 0.95 at full extension, 0.96 at 45°, and 0.97 at 90° of flexion, and for the lateral tibial compartment force was 0.89 at full extension, 0.82 at 45°, and 0.96 at 90° of flexion [37].

At 6 months, all 68 patients filled out the written questionnaire consisting of the Oxford Knee Score and WOMAC score.

Statistical Analysis

A power analysis estimated the minimum sample size needed to observe a significant difference between patients
who hit or missed a mechanical alignment force target. The analysis used a clinically important difference in the Oxford Knee Score of 5 points, a SD of 7 points, $\alpha = 0.05$, and a power $= 0.80$ [23]. Sixty-four patients achieve this degree of power, which indicates the selection of the 68 patients provided adequate power.

Continuous variables were reported as mean $\pm$ SDs and categorical variables were reported as a number or a percentage of patients. Patients were grouped according to whether they hit or missed the mechanical alignment force targets of Gustke et al. [7, 8], Jacobs et al. [16], Meere et al. [20], and Meneghini et al. [21]. A Wilcoxon rank-sum test determined whether the Oxford Knee Score and WOMAC score were different between groups 6 months postoperatively. To identify a kinematic alignment force target, a logistic regression with a binary outcome computed the area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristic to determine whether the difference in tibial compartment force (that is, medial minus the lateral) at full extension and 10°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, and 90° of flexion predicted either a better ($\geq 34$) or worse ($\leq 33$) 6-month Oxford Knee Score. The binary outcome was derived by combining the excellent ($> 41$) with the good (41 to 34) and the fair (33 to 27) with the poor (< 27) Kalairajah classifications [18]. The value of this binary outcome is that a person with a 6-month Oxford score of $> 41$ or a 41 to 34 score has a 0.45% and a 0.73% risk of revision within 2 years, which are significantly less than the 1.43% risk and 5.67% risk with a score of 33 to 27 and < 27, respectively, according to the New Zealand arthroplasty registry [39].

Based on a rough classifying system, AUC can be interpreted as follows: 90 to 100 = excellent; 80 to 90 = good; 70 to 80 = fair; 60 to 70 = poor; and 50 to 60 = fail [34]. The computations were performed with statistical software (JMP Pro, 13.0; SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC, USA). Significance was set at $p < 0.05$.

**Results**

Descriptive statistics of preoperative clinical characteristics, knee conditions, and function of selected (n = 68) and not selected (n = 80) patients are shown (Table 1). Preoperatively, there were no significant differences in age, proportion of women, body mass index, extension, flexion, varus or valgus deformities, Oxford Knee Score, Knee Society Score, or Knee Function Score between selected and not selected patients.

Descriptive statistics for the medial and lateral tibial compartment forces recorded in pounds at full extension and 10°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, and 90° of flexion are listed (Table 2). The mean ($\pm$ SD) force computed as the average of the forces at 0°, 45°, and 90° in the present study of 21 ± 7 pounds and 7 ± 8 pounds for the medial and lateral tibial compartments was not different from the 14 ± 7 pounds and 6 ± 3 pounds reported by Verstraete et al. for the medial and lateral tibial compartments of the native knee, respectively ($p = 0.520; p = 0.819$) [40]. At 6 months, the mean Oxford Knee Score was 40 ± 7 and the mean WOMAC score was 15 ± 14.

Overall, the 6-month Oxford Knee Score and the WOMAC scores of patients grouped accordingly to whether hit or missed a mechanical alignment force target were not significantly different. For the Gustke force target of < 15 pounds, the absolute difference in force between tibial compartments at 10°, 45°, and 90° of flexion [8, 10] and the mean Oxford Knee Score of 41 ± 6 and WOMAC score of 13 ± 11 for the 31 patients who hit the target were

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Comparisons of preoperative clinical characteristics, knee conditions, and function for patients selected (N = 68) and not selected (N = 80) for enrollment in the present study between July 2016 and November 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preoperative clinical characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (male) N (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index (kg/m²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preoperative knee conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee extension (°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee flexion (°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valgus (-)/varus (+) deformity (°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preoperative function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford Knee Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee Society Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee Society function</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are mean ± SD; Wilcoxon rank-sum test determined p values; significance set at $p < 0.05$. 
not different from the Oxford Knee Score of 39 ± 8 (p = 0.436) and WOMAC score of 17 ± 17 (p = 0.463) for the 37 patients who missed the target (Fig. 1). For the Jacobs force target of a > 10-pound force in the medial compartment at full extension [16], the mean Oxford Knee Score of 40 ± 7 and WOMAC scores of 18 ± 16 for the 32 patients who hit the target were not different from the Oxford Knee Score of 40 ± 7 (p = 0.887) and WOMAC scores of 13 ± 13 (p = 0.382) of the 36 patients who missed the target (Fig. 2). For the Meere force target of a 0.35:0.65 ratio of medial-to-total compartment force between 0° and 90° of flexion [20], the mean Oxford Knee Score of 39 ± 8 and WOMAC scores of 17 ± 16 for the 40 patients who hit the target were not different from the Oxford Knee Score of 41 ± 6 (p = 0.453) and WOMAC score of 13 ± 13 (p = 0.221) of the 28 patients who missed the target (Fig. 3). For the Meneghini force target of < 60-pound absolute difference in force between tibial compartments averaged over 0°, 45°, and 90° of flexion [21], 67 of 68 patients hit this force target, so the comparison of patient-reported outcome measures could not be performed.

A new force target for kinematic alignment was not identified at full extension or 10°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, and 90° of flexion. The low observed AUCs (from 0.56 to 0.58)

Table 2. Mean, SD, median, minimum, and maximum values of the medial and lateral tibial compartment forces at full extension and 10°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, and 90° of flexion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medial tibial compartment force</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(pounds) Full extension</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10° flexion</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30° flexion</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45° flexion</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60° flexion</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75° flexion</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90° flexion</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral tibial compartment force</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(pounds) Full extension</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10° flexion</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30° flexion</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45° flexion</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60° flexion</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75° flexion</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90° flexion</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1 Quantile box plots show the 6-month Oxford Knee Scores and WOMAC scores for patients who hit or missed Gustke’s mechanical alignment force target of an absolute difference in force < 15 pounds at 10°, 45°, and 90° of flexion (n = number of patients) [10, 11]. Patients who hit or missed the force target had no differences in Oxford Knee Scores (41 versus 39; p = 0.437) and WOMAC scores (13 versus 17; p = 0.463).

Fig. 2 Quantile box plots show the 6-month Oxford Knee Score and WOMAC scores for patients who hit or missed Jacobs’ force target of 10 pounds greater force in the medial compartment at full extension [17]. Patients who hit or missed the force target had no differences in Oxford Knee Scores (40 versus 40; p = 0.887) and WOMAC scores (18 versus 13; p = 0.382).
at each of these flexion angles failed to identify a force target associated with a better ($\geq 34$) or worse ($\leq 33$) Oxford Knee Score.

**Discussion**

The clinical value of an instrumented tibial insert is that force measurements in the medial and lateral tibial compartments can be used intraoperatively to balance the TKA and to hit a force target that predicts a better patient-reported outcome score [8, 10, 16, 21]. Kinematic alignment without ligament release restores tibial compartment forces comparable to those reported for the native knee, which explains why the four mechanical alignment force targets were not useful and a force target was not identified when the Oxford Knee and WOMAC scores determined clinical outcome. Therefore, intraoperative sensors may allow surgeons to measure forces very precisely in the operating room, but that level of precision is not called for to achieve a good/excellent result after calipered kinematically aligned TKA, and so its use may simply add expense and time but does not improve the results from the patient’s viewpoint.

Several limitations might affect the generalization of the findings. First, the convenience sampling of 68 of 148 consecutive patients based on the availability of the resident might have caused selection bias with preoperative characteristics differing between selected and nonselected patients or transfer bias where treatment was not consistent across groups. We found no evidence for either, because there were no significant differences in preoperative clinical characteristics, knee conditions, or function between the selected and not selected patients (Table 1). A transfer bias was not detected because all patients were treated with calipered kinematically aligned TKA. Second, the present study used a postoperative interval of 6 months for determining whether the four mechanical alignment force targets predicted the Oxford Knee and WOMAC scores after kinematically aligned TKA. The 6-month interval was comparable to the 6-month interval used by Gustke et al. [8, 10] and Jacobs et al. [16] and the 4-month interval used by Meneghini et al. [21]. The 6-month interval was necessary for determining whether the mechanical alignment force targets predict clinical outcome after kinematically aligned TKA and was reasonable for defining a force target for kinematically aligned TKA. The 6-month Oxford Knee Score has long-term implications because it predicts the risk of implant failure and the patient’s score at 2 years [33, 39]. Hence, the use of a 6-month interval did not affect the generalizations of the findings. Third, insufficient sensitivity of the Oxford Knee and WOMAC scores resulting from a “ceiling effect” might explain the inability to differentiate the clinical outcomes between those patients who hit or missed each target. However, the ceiling effect of these outcome scores did not compromise the findings of those randomized clinical trials that showed kinematic alignment restored better clinical outcomes than mechanical alignment [3, 4]. Fourth, the results of the present study represent one design of a CR implant and might not be generalizable to other implant designs such as posterior cruciate ligament-substituting, which are reported to have higher lateral compartment forces than CR knees [21].

There are several reasons for the inability of the four mechanical alignment force targets to predict early patient-reported outcome scores and the inability to identify a new kinematic alignment force target. One reason is that the forces in the medial and lateral compartments of the kinematically aligned TKA without ligament release were comparable to those of the native knee and three to six times lower than those of a mechanically aligned TKA in which soft tissue releases were performed [9, 10, 16, 20, 21, 40]. Hence, the effectiveness of the mechanical alignment force targets might depend on whether the compartment forces are greater than those of the native knee. The sensitivity of the Oxford Knee and WOMAC scores might have been insufficient to detect a difference in outcome when compartment forces are restored to those of the native knee. The WOMAC score was sufficiently sensitive because “balanced” patients, according to the Gustke mechanical alignment force target, had an 8-point higher score than “unbalanced” patients [7]. Accordingly, the use of mechanical alignment forces targets cannot be recommended with kinematic alignment when contact forces are restored to those of the native knee and outcomes are measured with the Oxford Knee and WOMAC scores.

The value of intraoperatively measuring compartment forces increases when the forces are higher than those of the
native knee. Knowing that a kinematically aligned TKA has native tibial compartment forces reassures the surgeon that the articular surfaces of the components were set geometrically coincident with the native joint lines and that ligament release is not needed. In contrast, mechanical alignment changes the native joint lines in most patients, which requires the setting of the femoral and tibial components outside or inside the bounds of the native joint line [5, 27, 38]. Setting a component outside the bound without setting the opposing component equally inside the bound distracts the joint. Resecting less bone distally than posteriorly or posteriorly than distally on a femoral condyle either distract or slackens the ligamentous sleeve in extension and flexion, which is a common imbalance in mechanical alignment that is uncorrectable with a ligament release [5]. A 2-mm distraction increases the tibial force 30 pounds, which, being double that of the native knee, causes 3° extension loss, 3° flexion loss, and 3-mm anterior translation of the tibia at 90° of flexion indicating stiffness [36]. Hence, there is value in measuring tibial compartment forces when they are higher than those of the native knee as the surgeon is notified that the ligamentous sleeve is overtensioned and there is a need to either change the orientations and positions of the components or release a ligament to lower the risks of motion loss, anterior tibial translation, and stiffness.

In summary, the use of mechanical alignment force targets with kinematic alignment cannot be recommended. Intraoperative sensors may allow surgeons to measure forces very precisely in the operating room, but that level of precision is not called for to achieve a good/excellent result after calibrated kinematically aligned TKA, and so its use may simply add expense and time but does not improve the results from the patient’s viewpoint.
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